MONTHLY REPORT JULY 2018
Tony Waite has continued to scale up its operations from urban, peri-urban and hard to reach
areas. The organization also continues to thrive offering a robust and holistic package of
philanthropic assistance to children infected and affected by chronic illnesses
OBJECTIVES


To identify needy clients through community volunteers and CPC registers.



To improve on household income, food security and health.



To provide Care and Support Services and Palliative Care.



To provide comprehensive scholastic and psychosocial support.



To strengthen co-ordination and networking

PLANNED ACTIVITIES
Adherence Support,
Monthly PMTCT Ward meetings,
Youth Clubs and Support Group meetings,
Monitoring of livelihood projects,
Kapenta packaging, monitoring and marketing.

1. IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDY COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Trained volunteers continued to identify people in need of care. These people include
women, men, boys and girls seeking medical assistance, school fees, nutritional support and
others having suffered Gender Based Violence.
2. TO IMPROVE HOUSEHOLD INCOME, FOOD SECURITY AND HEALTH
NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT
The organization has continued to create strong synergies and networking with local
stakeholders and donors with the bid to offer nutritional support to the needy in the
community. Fish heads were distributed during the month.
Pictures below show people receiving fish heads.

MEDICAL SUPPORT
A total of 2 100(703m 1 397F) were reached with SRHR information which led to a total of
123(40m 83f) getting tested for HIV and knowing their statuses. The figure comprises those
reached through the Women and child health project and those reached in youth clubs.
Secondary caregivers continue to spread the gospel through ward meetings which resulted in
248 (85M 163F) being reached with PMTCT information. Volunteers have managed to offer
assistance to 58 (20M 38F) individuals on GBV. According to the PMTCT champion’s report
women were able to understand the dangers of home delivery and there was also an increase
to the number of pregnant women going for check-ups at hospitals and clinics.
The organization continues working hand in glove with other stakeholders and this has
ensured cooperation which has assisted the dis advantaged and the under privileged and
spread on information dissemination as it is continuously invited to different gatherings.

Below is a table of patients seen for HBC and Palliative Care.
NEW CLIENTS
CATEGORY

MALE

FEMALE TOTAL

BED RIDDEN

0

0

0

AMBULATORY

0

2

2

WORKING

0

1

1

TOTAL NEW
TOTAL CLIENTS SEEN
BED RIDDEN
AMBULATORY
WORKING
TOTAL
CLIENTS SEEN ON ART
NUMBER OF DEATHS
CAREGIVERS AT HOUSE LEVEL
FACILITATORS PROVIDING SERVICE

0
MALE
1
0
183
184
121
0
6
1

3
FEMALE
1
2
297
300
208
0
21
51

3
TOTAL
2
2
480
484
329
0
27
52

NUMBER OF CHILDREN SEEN

42

39

81

NUMBER OF CHILDREN SEEN ON ART

29

31

60

HOME VISITS CHILDREN

90

78

168

HOME VISITS ADULTS

178

295

473

TOTAL HOME VISITS

268

373

641

Below is the Tony Waite programmes officer giving education to 51 males on prostate
cancer at Evangelical church.

2. LIVELIHOOD PROJECTS
The organization operates in four livelihoods gardens namely Padare, ZIHOPFE and Charara
and primary school in a bid to improve nutritional support and household income through
availability of fresh vegetables for consumption they are fully utilizing their space to draw
maximum benefits from their garden. At Charara garden they have nursed green leaf
vegetables and onions with space reserved to conduct potato farming hence seeds and
fertilizer were purchased. At Padare garden, production continues though they sighted
challenges with electric fence energiser which has since been purchased and the fence
repaired.
Pictures below show the visit to Padare garden.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT PROJECT
During the mother the project for reusable sanitary wear project received a shot in the arm
where they sold over 400 pads most of them went to Caribbea bay. This is good for their
business as it ensures continuity and progress. Women in business also continue making
progress with skills they learnt from the training. Monitored ISAL groups proved to be
conducting their savings well.
PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT
Youth clubs and support groups are continuing to meet once per month holding their
meetings at Nyamhunga and Mahombekombe. A total of 270 (102M 97F) have been reached
during the month of July. They continue getting information on SRHR, Gender Based
Violence, hygiene, child abuse, rights and responsibilities. They requested for psychosocial
support camps and exchange visits. The organisation continues to support the community of
note is a baby whose mother deceased and the organisation provided milk formula and

clothing giving a total of 4 babies who are currently on milk formula all from Kariba rural
namely Musambakaruma, Siakobvu and mola areas.

Pictures below show donations given by the organisation: school satchel, clothes milk,
formula and one of the babies who is now 13 months old and started support at 3
months.

KAPENTA PROJECT
The organization has also continued to support vulnerable women and youths economically
through income generating project of Kapenta. A total of 33 (20M 13F) were employed
during the month comprising of youths and women some of whom are survivors of gender
based violence, are caring for children with disabilities and some of the women are also
living with disabilities. The programmes officer together with a student attaché went to
Chalala to monitor the proceedings of the kapenta project in the area mentioned. Willing
fishermen were granted accommodation. The fishermen also presented their grievances to the
programmes officer which included the issues of work suits, as well as clear communication
between them and the Tony Waite management.
Pictures below show the programmes officer and the student attaché at Chalala fishing
project ready to bring back kapenta.

The organisation was also visited by the N Richards Karoi management and staff to see the
processes and conditions that are involved regarding the kapenta product that is being
supplied to N Richards branches. They expressed satisfaction and this builds good business
relationship.
Pictures below show the N Richards management and the Tony Waite programmes
officer.

4) TO IMPROVE COORDINATION:
A gender committee meeting was held at Tony Waite offices and was attended by different
institutions such as WCOZ, lake harvest, Tony Waite, MOHCC, Nyaminyami FM, NCDPZ,
MWACDC, KIARRA, municipality of kariba. This meeting was mainly for the purpose of
reflecting to the events that succeeded and not as well as to plan the way forward on the
events to follow on the gender committee calendar of events. Coordination was improved in
the sense that all members were given the chance to display their suggestions. WCOZ pre and
AGM meetings.
5) TO PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE LEGAL AND SCHOLASTIC SUPPORT
The Organisation managed to pay school fees for two students who are now in tertiary level
(1m 1f) A visit to Manhanga primary school in Nebiri was done in preparation for the school
construction project see photos below

Pictures below show one of the beneficiaries assisted by the organisation to complete
vocational training in motor mechanics now working.

6) STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Staff Meetings
The staff held a total of two meetings.
WCOZ training on violence against women
NANGO election observer training

7) PLANNED ACTIVITIES
C& HBC, monthly PMTCT Ward meetings, youth Clubs and Support Group meetings,
monitoring of livelihood projects, kapenta project production and marketing.
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